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ATHENA OSINT
Athena OSINT
Although web intelligence technologies are continually and
dramatically evolving, collecting, organising and analysing vast
amounts of information quickly and efficiently is still considered an
immensely challenging task in cyber warfare and systems protection.
Athena OSINT provides intelligence organisations with tools that assist
them to deeply understand their investigated entities, identify future
entities of interest, and highly personalise their next strategic and/or
tactical interaction with them.

Athena OSINT is Unique
With its advanced tools, Athena OSINT provides a comprehensive
solution that supports cyber intelligence tasks. The system provides
analysts with an easy-to-use interface that can generate, manage and
present searches in a unique, dynamic and timely report.
Athena OSINT is the OSINT system that provides you with:
End-to-end Capabilities
Provides an advanced end to end environment for managing and
controlling the system’s task and users through all stages of collection,
analysis & reporting.
Cost effective Solution
An intuitive system providing rapid results without relying on highly
skilled analysts.
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Real time Collection
Designed to remain highly responsive during complex data analysis of
vast amounts of information across the surface and deep web.
Stealth & Secured Environment
Full hardware segregation providing a complete and comprehensive
network source anonymisation & encryption.

Athena OSINT Excels
Profiling
Easily manages all your entities as well as revealing and enhancing
their profiles. View detailed information about entities of interest such
as locations, contacts, devices, accounts and networks.
Gathering
Sorts through billions of data points across the surface and deep
web in real time and provides actionable insights all with low digital
signature.
Analysing
Dynamically weights and scores each data point and takes smart
decisions regarding which data to present. The system quickly
analyses all information and reveals your unknowns; better enabling
you to keep pace with emerging threats.
Delivering
Carries out the entire Open Source Web Intelligence process in a
single, timely, end-to-end solution providing you with feature-rich
and detailed reporting specific to your task.

